
Introducing the Flex POV module for Axon Body 4, an optional accessory designed to provide high-quality 

visual and audio capture, unlocking point-of-view recording capabilities to enhance situational awareness 

and informed decision-making.

The Flex POV module features unparalleled image and sound quality, capturing clear, high-resolution 

footage and crisp audio. This makes it an indispensable tool for anyone who needs to quickly and accurately 

assess a situation and make informed decisions.

With its compact and lightweight design, the Flex POV module is 30% smaller than Flex 2 and does not 

require recharging. It can be easily connected with the Axon Body 4 in seconds, ensuring hassle-free 

switching between point-of-view and traditional camera modes.

The module is perfect for use in challenging environments and situations where point-of-view recording 

provides a unique and invaluable perspective, such as those experienced by SWAT and firearms teams. It also 

unlocks flexibility for agencies and organizations by eliminating the need to choose between a point of view or 

traditional body worn camera. Users can now select the option that makes the most sense for the situation.

KEY FEATURES OF THE FLEX POV MODULE INCLUDE:

 / Compact and Lightweight Design 

30% smaller than the previous model and does 

not require recharging.

 / Unmatched Durability and Waterproofing 

Built to withstand the roughest environments 

and now with an IP67 rating, the Flex POV 

module is the ultimate tool for any situation.

 / Instant Switching from the Body Camera 
to POV and Back 
Begins recording from the point-of-view camera 

immediately upon connecting, and automatically 

switches back to recording from the main body 

camera when disconnected.

 / Unique Perspective for Challenging Situations 

Perfect for use in environments and situations 

where point-of-view recording provides a unique 

and invaluable perspective, such as SWAT and 

firearms teams.

 / Unlocks Flexibility for Agencies 
and Organizations 

Agencies no longer have to choose between a 

point of view or traditional camera, and can 

now select the option that makes the most 

sense for the situation.

Upgrade your Axon Body 4 camera today with the Flex POV module and experience 

the unparalleled benefits of point-of-view recording.
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